Unshared task: (Dis)agreement in online debates
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Abstract
Topic-independent expressions for conveying agreement and disagreement were
annotated in a corpus of web forum debates, in order to evaluate a classifier
trained to detect these two categories.
Among the 175 expressions annotated in
the evaluation set, 163 were unique, which
shows that there is large variation in expressions used. This variation might be
one of the reasons why the task of automatically detecting the categories was difficult. F-scores of 0.44 and 0.37 were
achieved by a classifier trained on 2,000
debate sentences for detecting sentencelevel agreement and disagreement.

1

Previous research

Dis/agreement has been the focus of conversational analysis (Mori, 1999), and is linked to
Speech Act Theory (Searle, 1976). The categories
have been annotated and detected in transcribed
speech, e.g., in meeting discussions (Hillard et
al., 2003; Galley et al., 2004; Hahn et al., 2006),
congressional floor-debates (Thomas et al., 2006),
and broadcast conversations (Germesin and Wilson, 2009).
Online discussions in form of Wikipedia Talk
have been annotated for dis/agreement (Andreas
et al., 2012), for positive/negative attitude towards other contributors (Ferschke, 2014), and
for subclasses of positive/negative alignment, e.g.
explicit agreement/disagreement, praise/thanking,
and critic/insult (Bender et al., 2011).

Introduction

For online debate fora, there is a corpus of
posts with a scalar judgment for their level of
dis/agreement with a previous post (Walker et al.,
2012). Misra et al. (2013) used frequently occurring uni/bi/trigrams from the non-neutral posts
in this corpus for creating a lexicon of topicindependent expressions for dis/agreement. This
lexicon was then used for selecting features for
training a topic-independent classifier. The approach resulted in an accuracy of 0.66 (an improvement of 0.6 points compared to standard feature selection) for distinguishing the classes agreement/disagreement, when evaluating the classifier
on debate topics not included in the training data.

Argumentation mining involves the task of automatically extracting an author’s argumentation for
taking a specific stance. This includes, e.g., to
extract premises and conclusion, or the relationship between arguments, such as argument and
counter-argument (Green et al., 2014; Habernal
and Gurevych, 2015). In a corpus containing dialog, e.g., different types of web fora or discussion
pages, the argumentation often involves a reaction
to arguments given by previous authors in the discussion thread. The author might, for instance,
give a counter-argument to an argument appearing earlier in the thread, or an argument supporting
the stance of a previous author. A sub-task of detecting the argument structure of a dialogic corpus
is, therefore, to detect when the author conveys
agreement or disagreement with other authors.
The aim of this study was to investigate this subtask, i.e., to automatically detect posts in a dialogic
corpus that contain agreement or disagreement.

Despite this usefulness of the lexicon for creating a topic-independent dis/agreement classifier,
there are, to the best of our knowledge, no debate
forum corpora annotated with the focus of topicindependent expressions of dis/agreement. Here,
the first step towards creating such a resource was,
therefore, taken.
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Method

The study was conducted on discussions from a
debate forum. The data originates from createdebate.com, which is a debate forum that hosts debates on a variety of topics. The data used as evaluation set was provided for task Variant A in the
3rd Workshop on Argument Mining, and consists
of 27 manually collected discussion threads.1 The
debates start with a question, e.g., “Should the age
for drinking be lowered?”, which users then debate, either by posting an independent post, or by
supporting/disputing/clarifying a previous post.
The same division into topic-specific/topicindependent means for conveying dis/agreement
as previously used by Misra et al. (2013) was
adopted. Instead of using it for creating a lexical resource, it was, however, used as a guideline for annotation. A preliminary analysis of
posts tagged as support/dispute in 8 discussion
threads showed that typical topic-specific strategies for conveying dis/agreement were reformulations/expansions/elaborations of what was stated
in a previous post. A new argument for or against
the initial debate question could, however, also
be given, without references to the content of the
previous post. Topic-independent means for conveying dis/agreement were typically either explicit
statements such as “I (dis)agree”, “NO way!”, or
critical follow-up questions, “A: Alcohol should
be forbidden. B: Should it then also be illegal with cell phones?”. All means of conveying
dis/agreement independent of debate topic were,
however, included in the task, e.g., as exemplified by Bender et al. (2011), topic-independent
explicit dis/agreement, (sarcastic) praise/thanking,
positive reference, doubt, criticism/insult, dismissing.
The preliminary analysis also showed that the
support/dispute tagging provided in the unshared
task data would not suffice for distinguishing
agreement from disagreement, as there were posts
tagged as support that consisted mainly of expressions of disagreement.
3.1

Figure 1: Two of the chunks in the unshared task
data that were annotated as dis/agreement.
sible chunk that was still a topic-independent expression conveying dis/agreement. For instance,
in Figure 1, “fighting a war” is specific to the topic
of the debate, whereas the annotated chunk, “is a
good thing?”, is topic-independent and could be
used for expressing disagreement in other cases.
The annotation was performed by one annotator, with Brat as the annotation tool (Stenetorp et
al., 2012).
3.2

Identifying and annotating relevant chunks in running text is a time-consuming task, which also requires a large amount of attention from the annotator. Classifications of individual sentences is,
however, an easier task, and to classify a limited
corpus of 2,000 sentences is feasible in a relatively
short amount of time. For creating a larger (but
still relatively limited) training set of discussion
sentences conveying dis/agreement, the chunk annotation task was reformulated as a text classification task, and individual sentences were manually classified according to the categories agreement, disagreement or neutral. As for the previous annotation set-up, sentences containing topicindependent expressions for conveying the two
categories of interest were classified as containing
agreement or disagreement.
The 2,300 most popular threads, i.e., those containing the largest number of posts, were downloaded from the createdebate.com website (excluding threads present in the evaluation data).
The posts are provided with author tagging that
states what posts are disputing or clarifying previous posts. Among posts for which no such tag
was attached (the other posts), and among posts
tagged as disputing a previous post, 2,000 firstsentences were randomly selected for manual classification. Only first-sentences of posts were included to make it possible to classify each individual sentence without context, since it is likely that
their agreement/disagreement classification is less
dependent on the context of the post. For sentence
segmentation, the standard functionality in NLTK
(Bird, 2002) was used.

Annotation of task data (evaluation set)

All instances in which agreement or disagreement
were conveyed using topic-independent expressions were annotated in the unshared task data set.
The annotation was performed by marking a relevant scope of text, in the form of the longest pos1

Annotation/classification of training set

https://github.com/UKPLab/argmin2016-unshared-task.
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3.3

Training a classifier

# agreement
# disagreement
# sentences in total

As the final step, linear support vector machines
were trained to perform the binary text classification tasks of detecting sentences containing
agreement and disagreement. The LinearSVC
class included in Scikit learn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011) was trained with uni/bigrams/trig-rams as
features, with the requirement of a uni/bigram/trigram to having occurred at least twice in the training data to be included. The n best features were
selected by the built-in χ2 -based feature selection, and suitable values of n and the support
vector machine penalty parameter C were determined by 10-fold cross-validation. The text was
not transformed into lower-case, as the use of
case is one possible way of expressing or emphasising dis/agreement, e.g., ’NO way!’. The settings that achieved the best results were used for
training a model on the entire training data set,
which was then evaluated on the data provided
for the unshared task. The annotations in the unshared task data were transformed into an evaluation set by transforming the text chunk annotations into sentence-level classifications of whether
a sentence contained agreement or disagreement.
Two versions of the classifiers were trained, one
in which neutral sentences were included and one
with the same set-up as used by Misra et al. (2013),
i.e., to train a classifier to distinguish agreement
from disagreement and thereby not including neutral sentences.

4

Disputed
36
420
1,000

Other
73
92
1,000

Total
109
512
2,000

Table 2: The training data statistics shows the
number of sentences annotated as agreement and
disagreement, extracted from posts tagged as disputing a previous post or as other. # sentences
in total is the total number of annotated sentences. The corpus also included 57 sentences,
for which it could not be determined without context whether disagreement or agreement was expressed. These were classified as neutral. The
25 sentences that contained both agreement and
disagreement were classified as belonging to the
agreement category.
were annotated. This shows that the approach used
by Misra et al. (2013), i.e., to classify frequently
occurring n-grams, is not sufficient for creating a
high-coverage lexicon of expressions, and it also
indicates that automatic detection of these expressions might be a difficult task.
The most important features used by the classifiers (Figure 2) are topic-independent, which indicates that the aim to create topic-independent classifiers was reached. Among less important features, there were, however, also topic-specific expressions, which shows that the trained classifiers
were not entirely topic-independent.
The classifier results are shown in Table 3. For
the training set, an F-score of around 0.47 was obtained for agreement and around 0.55 for disagreement. Results were, however, substantially lower
for disagreement on the evaluation set. This decrease in results could be explained by overfitting
to the training data, and by uncertainty of the results due to the small evaluation set. There might,
however, also be a difference between what is considered as an expression of disagreement when it
occurs in the first sentence of a post (which was
the case for the training data) and when it occurs
somewhere else in the text (which was the case for
many sentences in the evaluation data).
To distinguish agreement from disagreement
was an easier task, resulting in F-scores of 0.60
for agreement and 0.92 for disagreement on the
training set and F-scores of 0.55 and 0.81, respectively on the evaluation set. The recall for agreement was, however, low also for this task, proba-

Results and discussion
# of chunks annotated in total: 175 (163 unique)
# agreement: 43 # disagreement: 132

Table 1: Statistics of unshared task annotated data.
Statistics of the annotated data (Tables 1, 2)
shows that expressions for disagreement are more
frequently occurring than expressions for agreement. This is most likely explained by the typical
style used in debate fora, in which debating often is conducted by disputing other debaters, but it
could also be due to a more frequent use of topicindependent expressions for this category.
A large variation in the expressions used was
observed during annotation. This observation is
supported by the data, as 163 unique expressions
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? admit agree-that agree-with are-right as-well be-it but-in but-it But-no but-there but-with clariﬁed correct decent don-agree doubt easier ﬁgured good-points guess-you
Hear hear however idea-as is-correct it-is-the lol love misunderstood my-argument myself nice of-an ok okay on-here people-can point points puts right round said
supported they-would this-idea to-keep True true-that upvote ur Well what-you-said win yeah yes Yes your-point Yup

?2 Actually agree all-and anything argument arguments-you bad because-if bother bullshit But choice claim disagree disputing
don-believe-in Dude evidence ﬂawed foolish fuck generalization half how ignorant Ignoring in-hell Is-it is-so Is-that it-does lead
like-to-see lying many No NO no-but Nope nothing obviously of-evidence on-it once peacefully permission-to point pointless proof
should-be So sorry stop stupid think-so think-that-you understand Well-thats What what what-is which-should Why yes You you-have-the
you-know you-saying yourself

Figure 2: The most important features for detecting agreement (green) and disagreement (red). Font size
corresponds to the importance of the feature, and negative features (in black) are underlined.

Trainingset (10-fold)
Evaluationset

Including neutral sentences
Precision
agreement
0.46
disagreement 0.54
agreement
0.45±0.15
disagreement 0.29±0.06

Recall
0.47
0.56
0.44±0.15
0.50±0.09

Agreement vs. disagreement (no neutral sent.)
Precision Recall
0.64
0.56
0.91
0.93
0.70±0.17 0.46±0.15
0.84±0.06 0.93±0.04

Table 3: Machine learning results obtained on the corpus annotated in this study.
bly due to the few occurrence of this class in the
training data.
Previous machine learning approaches were
generally more successful. In Wikipedia Talk,
F-scores of 0.69 and 0.53 were achieved for detecting positive and negative attitudes (Ferschke,
2014), and F-scores of 0.61 and 0.84 for detecting
explicit agreement/disagreement (Opitz and Zirn,
2013). In other types of online debates, F-scores
of 0.65 and 0.77 have been achieved for detecting dis/agreement (Yin et al., 2012), and an Fscore of 0.75 for detecting disagreement (Allen et
al., 2014). Including a neutral category, however,
has resulted in agreement/disagreement F-scores
of 0.23/0.46 for Wikipedia Talk and 0.26/0.57 for
debate forums (Rosenthal and McKeown, 2015).
Not all of these previous studies are, however, directly comparable, e.g., since more narrowly or
broadly defined categories were used and/or larger
training data sets or external lexical resources.
The next step includes an expansion of the training and evaluation sets, as well as to involve a second annotator to measure inter-annotator agreement and to create a gold standard. Without this
measure of reliability, the annotated corpus cannot be considered complete. However, as a snapshot of its current status, the annotations have been
made publicly available.2 Future work also includes studying to what extent a topic-independent
classifier detects dis/agreement in general. If
dis/agreement is frequently conveyed by means
2

specific to the topic of the debate, relations between the content of the debate posts need to
be modelled, to be able to analyse reformulations/expansions/elaborations of previous posts.

5 Conclusion
To be able to train a topic-independent classifier for detecting dis/agreement in online debate
fora, a corpus annotated for topic-independent expressions of dis/agreement is a useful resource.
Here, the first step towards creating such a resource was taken.
A debate forum corpus
consisting of 27 discussion threads was annotated for topic-independent expressions conveying dis/agreement. Among the 175 annotated expressions (43 for agreement and 132 for disagreement), 163 were unique, which shows that there is
a large variation in expressions used.
This variation might be one of the reasons why
the task of detecting dis/agreement was difficult.
10-fold cross-validation on an additional set of
2,000 randomly selected sentences annotated for
sentence-level dis/agreement resulted in a precision of 0.46 and a recall of 0.47 for agreement
and a precision of 0.54 and a recall 0.56 for disagreement. Results for disagreement, however,
decreased when the model was applied on heldout data (precision 0.29, recall 0.50). Better results
were achieved for the task of distinguishing agreement from disagreement, i.e., not including neutral sentences, but recall for the more infrequently
occurring category agreement was still low.

http://bit.ly/1Ux8o7q
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